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Abstract. We prove that the spectral gap of the Kawasaki dynamics shrink at the 
rate of I lL  2 for cubes of size L provided that some mixing conditions are satisfied. 
We also prove that the logarithmic Sobolev inequality for the Glauber dynamics in 
standard cubes holds uniformly in the size of the cube if the Dobrushin-Shlosman 
mixing condition holds for standard cubes. 
Introduction 
As the simplest model in statistical mechanics, Ising model has been studied 
extensively. It is by far the most studied model in mathematical physics and its 
phase structures were analyzed in great detail. The study of dynamical properties of 
the Ising model, on the other hand, is in a much more primitive stage. Our main 
concern is the hydrodynamical limit of  the Ising model for which we shall provide 
a basic estimate on the gap of Kawasaki dynamics. The hydrodynamical limit of 
various models has been studied recently and several useful methods were developed, 
see, e.g. [DP, S] for a review. A central assumption of these methods is the so-called 
gradient condition. Roughly speaking, it means that the current of  the dynamics is 
by itself a gradient of some other quantity. For models with this property, a natural 
summation by parts can be performed and the technical difficulty is greatly reduced. 
The drawback of gradient models is that the diffusion coefficient, as given by the 
Green-Kubo formula, is determined by the thermodynamical quantities rather than 
depending on correlation functions as the nongradient model does. Therefore, it does 
not manifest effects of fluctuations on the diffusion coefficient. 
Another interesting aspect of  the gradient condition is that, except in dimension 
d = 1 or the infinite temperature case, no gradient model has been constructed for 
any truly interacting, reversible models with discrete spin space. So a study of the 
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nongradient model with discrete spin space is an essential step if any progress on the 
hydrodynamical limit for the Ising model can be made. So far the only known result of 
the nongradient system is Varadhan's work IV, see also KLO, Q] on Ginzburg-Landau 
type dynamics with product invariant measure. One of the key estimates needed is a 
bound on the spectral gap which in the special case of product measure can be proved 
rather straightforwardly. In this paper we shall prove such a gap is true for Ising type 
models under certain mixing assumptions on the Gibbs state. Let us sketch our results 
briefly here. 
Let A be a cube in Z a of size L and let #~ denote a Gibbs state with boundary 
Condition w. Since our dynamics conserves the total number of particles, it is natural 
to introduce the "canonical Gibbs state" u~j v with the total number of particles (or up 
spins) fixed. Let A denote the standard Kawasaki dynamics (with Dirichlet form given 
by (1.23) below) with reversible measure u~j  v. Our main result is that the spectral 
gap of A cannot shrink faster than 1/L 2 if some mixing conditions are satisfied, see 
assumptions AI~A3 in Sect. 1. An upper bound on the gap of the order 1/L 2 can 
be easily obtained by considering a slowly varying test function. Thus this correctly 
pins down the decay rate of the gap. 
Our methods are based on the martingale approach. It also proves that there is 
a positive spectral gap for the Glauber dynamics (with Dirichlet form given by 
(1.21) below) uniformly with respect to the volume and boundary conditions if certain 
mixing conditions are satisfied (see Assumption (A.1) in Sect. 1). With the method 
almost unchanged, a logarithmic Sobolev inequality is also proved under the same 
assumption. It should be emphasized that these results are general in the sense that 
they applied to any models with finite range interactions (or summable interactions) 
with discrete or continuous spins for which assumption A. 1 holds. If one is interested 
only in ferromagnetic Ising models, a useful tool known as attractiveness becomes 
available and stronger results can be obtained. Recently Martinelli and Olivieri [MO 1 ] 
have proved the important result that exponential convergence holds for ferromagnetic 
Ising models up to the critical temperature. For general models, they also obtained 
results similar to ours (Theorem 1 and 3) independently with different arguments 
[MO2] (see also the next paragraph for a comparison with [SZ]). Although the mixing 
conditions (A.1) assumed here are equivalent to theirs [O, OP], their proof has the 
advantage of being directly based on mixing conditions for only one cube. For the 
Kawasaki dynamics, we are not aware of any result except in the case of independent 
random variables (with the global constraint that the total magnetizations is fixed) [F, 
KLO, Q]. 
Let us pause to comment on some history of the spectral gap and logarithmic 
Sobolev inequality for the Gibbs states. The importance of the logarithmic Sobolev 
inequality and its connection to the hypercontractivity (for general measures) was first 
proved by L. Gross in his 1976 paper [L]. (See e.g. [DGS] for a review.) Since then 
it has been used as an important tool to understand the exponential convergence to 
equilibrium. For Glauber dynamics, there are extensive literatures on this subject since 
the late seventies by, e.g., Holley, Liggett, Stroock et al. Most of these results are one 
dimensional or concern some general properties (e.g. [CS]). A higher dimensional 
result was obtained by Aizenman and Holley [AH] which states that the spectral gap 
for the infinite volume Glauber dynamics is strictly positive if the Dobrushin-Shlosman 
uniqueness condition is satisfied. Later on Zegarlinski [Z2] proved the logarithmic 
Sobolev inequality under the Dobrushin uniqueness condition. Recently Stroock and 
Zegarlinski [SZ] proved that the logarithmic Sobolev inequality is equivalent to the 
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"Dobrushin-Shlosman mixing conditions" (see also [S, Z3] for a review), which are 
closely related to the mixing conditions considered in this paper. The alert reader 
may have found the above mixing or uniqueness conditions confusing. Unfortunately, 
a closer examination of the literature can only add to the confusion. We shall not 
discuss the relations among these and other equivalent conditions in this paper except 
the following remark concerning the comparison between our results in the Glauber 
dynamics case and that of [SZ]. The interested reader is referred to the recent papers 
by Martinelli and Olivieri [MO1, MO2] and references therein for a thorough study 
and clear review of these mixing conditions. 
Apart from the fact that we are using a different approach, our result differs from 
[SZ] in the following way: In [SZ] the DS mixing condition is assumed for all 
domains in Z d and the logarithmic Sobolev inequality is proved for all domains in Z d 
while we assume mixing conditions for standard cubes and prove that the logarithmic 
Sobolev inequality holds uniformly for all standard cubes. (If one is interested in 
infinite volume Gibbs states rather than finite volume Gibbs states, the approach of 
[SZ] also requires only the DS mixing conditions for cubes [Zl].) It was emphasized 
in [MO1, MO2] that the DS mixing condition for general domains is not expected to 
hold in low temperature with magnetic field. For example, a two dimensional "cube" 
in R 3 in low temperature with two boundaries consisting of translates of the two 
dimensional "cube" will not satisfy the DS condition if the two boundary conditions, 
say, take value plus one while the magnetic field is minus two so that the effect of 
magnetic field is completely cancelled by the boundary condition. On the other hand, 
we do not require the mixing condition for domains other than standard cubes of size 
L x L • . . .  • L. The mixing conditions for cubes rather than for arbitrary domains 
was emphasized by Olivieri [O] and Olivieri-Picco [OP] in their study of cluster 
expansion for spin systems. We thank Martinelli and Olivieri for informing us of the 
importance of assuming mixing conditions only for cubes, the previous comparison 
between the mixing conditions of [SZ] and ours, and for providing us the previous 
example. 
Unfortunately, so far we are not able to prove the logarithmic Sobolev inequality 
for the Kawasaki dynamics for the Ising model except for d = 1. If one replaces the 
Ising model by Ginzburg-Landau models then the corresponding logarithmic Sobolev 
inequality can be proved. It is interesting to note that for the hydrodynamical limit 
the Ising model is by far the hardest. We shall delay the proof of the logarithmic 
Sobolev inequality for Ginzburg-Landau models in a forthcoming paper in the hope 
that the difficulty with the Ising model can be resolved. 
Finally, we comment on the difference between the Kawasaki and Glauber 
dynamics. In Glauber dynamics, the convergence to equilibrium is exponentially fast 
and the influence of both the dynamics and the Ising measure itself exponentially 
decays with the distance. The Kawasaki dynamics, however, does not converge to 
equilibrium with exponential rate. Furthermore, due to the global condition that 
the total number of particles is conserved, the canonical Gibbs state is negatively 
correlated, in the sense that (r/x;r/v) ~ - 1 / L  d for Ix - Yl ~ L in a cube of size 
L. (To see this, consider the special case that the canonical Gibbs state degenerates 
into independent random variables with the constraint ~ z/x = const. Clearly one has 
X 
( ~  r/x; ~ r l z ) =  0 which implies that 
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While 1 /L  d is very small for L large, these negative correlations sum up to order one 
and in some sense are responsible for the 1 /L  2 decay of the spectral gap. In other 
words, long range negative correlations play a very significant role in the Kawasaki 
dynamics while exponential decay dominates in Glauber dynamics. One can easily 
understand this by considering the infinite temperature case, i.e., the product measure 
case. While the spectral gap is trivial for the Glauber dynamics, it already requires 
nontrivial arguments for the Kawasal~i dynamics [F, KLO, Q] especially when more 
than one particle is allowed per lattice site [KLO]. 
This paper is organized as follows: Chapter 1 is the statement of  main results; 
in Chapter 2 we prove the spectral gap for Glauber dynamics; Chapters 3 and 4 
contain the main technical estimates of  the paper and the spectral gap of the Kawasaki 
dynamics is proved in Chapter 4; Chapter 5 provides some details on the equivalence 
of  ensembles needed in Chapters 3 and 4; finally we prove the logarithmic Sobolev 
inequality for Glauber dynamics in Chapter 6. For readers interested only in Glauber 
dynamics, Chapters 3 to 5 can be omitted. 
I. Statement of Main Results 
Let A be a domain in Z d and let OA denote its boundary 
OA = {9 E Z d \ A I dist(y, A) = 1}, (1.1) 
where the distance function is defined by 
dist(y, A) = i n f ] x  - y], 
xEA 
] x - y ] =  max Ix ~ - y ~ ] .  (1.2) 
o~=l,...,d 
Let w be a configuration on OA where w z belongs to some state space X for all 
x E OA. For simplicity, we shall restrict the state space to be Z 2 = {0, 1 }. All results 
in this paper hold if one replaces Z 2 by 
Z p = { 0 ,  1 , 2 , . . . , p - I } ,  2 < _ p E N .  (1.3) 
We shall consider the spectral gap problem in a class of  domains which we shall 
call generalized cubes. Recall the standard cube in Z d is characterized by its size L 
with 
A L = {x = ( x l , . . . ,  x d) I x  ~ C Z d, 1 <_ x i <_ L}.  (1.4) 
By definition, a simple cube is a translation of the standard cube. The boundary OA n 
of a simple cube is a union of  faces which are cubes in Z a-1. Denote the faces by 
OIAL, 0 2 A n , . . . ,  02dAL . We now define the notion of generalized cubes. Choose a 
lexicographic order in Z ~. Let F i c OiAL be a subset of OiAL defined by 
F i = { x  E O i A n  ] X ~ X i C OiAL in ~ d - 1 } ,  (1.5) 
where x i is some fixed point in OiAL . A generalized cube of  size L + 1 is the union 
A L [2 F 1 U . . .  U F 2d. We shall call a generalized cube simply a cube. 
The Hamiltonian we are interested in is the class consisting of translationally 
invariant, finite range interactions. For simplicity of  notation, we shall restrict 
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ourselves to nearest neighbor interactions. Thus a Hamiltonian is characterized by 
an interaction J(r/x , r/v ) with 
More generally, 
H A,w,), (r/) = 
HA = Z J(r/x, r/y)" 
x,yCA 
Ix-v[=l 
Z J(r/x' r/v) + Z J(r/x' c~ + A Z r/x. (1.6) 
x,yEA, ycOA, xEA, ;cEA 
]x--yl-1 Ix--yl=l 
The standard Gibbs state with chemical potential A and boundary condition co is 
characterized by the density 
d# A,co,A (r/) = e x p [ -  H (r/) ]/  Z A,~o,) , . (1.7) 
Here the partition function ZA,~o,A is the normalization factor to make d#A,~o,), into a 
probability density. We shall denote by E~'A,~, ~ or EA,~, ~ or ( )A,~o,;~ the expectation 
with respect to d#A,~,) ,. Recall the pressure defined by 
PA,~(;~) = IAI llogZA,~,~'. (1.8) 
The infinite volume limit of pA,~(A) exists and is independent of co, i.e. 
l i r a  PA,~ (A) ---- p(A). 
We need the concept of canonical Gibbs states. Let N be a fixed positive integer. 
Then a canonical Gibbs state with total number of particles N and the boundary 
condition co is characterized by the density 
dt"A,co,N = dPA,w [zl=N 9 (1.9) 
Here ~ = ~ r/x. Note that the right side of (1.9) is independent of A since f/is fixed. 
xEA 
Define the canonical partition function 
ZA,~, N = Z exp[--HA,~ (r/)]' (1.10) 
where HA,~o = HA,~o,~_ o. We shall follow the convention to omit the subindex in case 
it is zero, understood, or unimportant. Recall the free energy 
fA,w,N = -IAI l logZ~,~o,N. (1.11) 
The infinite volume limit of f exists if N / I A  I -+ 8 in the limit. Furthermore it is 
related to the pressure by the Legendre transform 
f(Q) = sup(A0 - p(A)). (1.12) 
A 
For any function 9 of the configuration space, define two operators 
crxg(r/) = g(c~xr/) - g(r/), (1.13) 
TxvgOl) = g(T, J l )  - g(r/). (1.14) 
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Here ~rxr / and Txvrl are defined by 
(~Txr/) v = (r/X)y = ~Szy(1 - r/y ) + (1 - ~xy)r/y, (1.15) 
(Txy~l)z = (rffY)z = ~zz~ly + ~yz~x + (1 - ~x~ - ~yz)~z" (1.16) 
To state our main result, we need the following assumptions. Define first the set 
A~I,~: = {x  E OAl~l(x) r c~2(x)}. 
Assumpt ion  A1. Let 9 be a function depending only on the configuration of  a subset 
U in a cube A. Then 
IEA,~l,a[g] -- EA,~2,x[g] I 
< const. [L)(1 -- ~)]1/21A~o1,~211UI exp[-cons t ,  dist(A~ol,~oe, U)] Ilgtloc - (1.17) 
Here EA,~, ~ denote the expectation with respect to d#A,~o, ~ and the constants are 
independent of  A and c~i. 
Assumpt ion  A2. There exists a summable function t(s) < const, s -d  so that for  
any local functions f and 9 with f (9 resp.) depending only on configurations in U 
(V  resp.) we have 
IE'A,N,~[f; g]I << C(~){L  -d  + t(dist(U, V))}]I f l I~I tgl I~IU I tVI, (1.18) 
where C(p) --4 0 as ~ ~ O. Here A is a cube of  size L. 
Assumpt ion A3. Let f = IA1-1 ~ f x ,  9 = IAl-l~-~gx and h = hy with fx ,  gx and 
X X 
hy being bounded local functions at x and y. Then 
E'A'N'  ~ [f;  9; h] < const. L-2d[I f l l~  11911~ Ilhll~ 9 (1.19) 
Here ( f ;g ;  h) = ( ( f  - ( f ) ) (g  - (g))(h - (h))), I[f]l~ = supllfxll~ and A is a cube 
of  size L. x 
Note that in principle the volumes of the supports of f z ,  9x and hy should appear in 
(1.19) as in (l .  17) and (l.  18). We neglect them because all local functions considered 
in this paper depend only on configurations in cubes of uniformly bounded volumes. 
We shall adopt the convention that, by "local functions," we mean functions depending 
only on configurations on a cube of size less than 4dR  + 1 with R denoting the range 
of the interactions in the Hamiltonian. In particular R = 1 for the Ising model. 
We shall assume that the domain A in Assumption A2 is of the form 
A=s~\v 
with ~ and F being generalized cubes and that IF] < I~21 ~ for some e > 0, say 
= 1/100. We have assumed Assumption A1 for all cubes. In fact, it can be proved 
that if (1.17) holds for a fixed cube then it holds for all cubes, [O, OP]. Furthermore, 
the exponential decay assumption for that fixed cube can be considerably weakened 
[O, OP]. In any event, we do not exponential decay for Theorem 1 or 3. A power 
law decay faster than summable will be enough, for example. 
Assumption A. 1 is a standard assumption in the study of Glauber dynamics and has 
been studied and reviewed extensively [MO1, St, SZ]. Assumptions A.2 and A.3 are 
not as familiar and we are not aware of any results in the literature, though in principle 
they should follow easily from the high temperature expansion. In a forthcoming paper 
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we shall prove that Assumptions A.2 and A.3 follow from Assumption A.1 and some 
other very mild assumptions. 
Theorem 1. Suppose Assumption A1 holds. Let O(L) be defined by 
O(L) = sup {f; f)A,~,~/YA,~,~(f), (1.20) 
f,A,w 
~A,~) , ( f )  = ( Z ( ~ x f ) 2 ~  " (1.21) 
\ xcA /A,w,A 
H e r e  < ) A,~,~ = EA,~,;, ,  (u; v> -- (uv )  -- <u)(v)  and  A is any  generalized cube of size 
less than or equal to L. Then there is a constant k independent of A, w and A such 
that O(L) <_ h~)(1 - p) with ~ denoting the density of the Gibbs state #A,~ ,  namely 
Theorem 2. Suppose that Assumptions A2 and A3 hold and that Assumption A 1 holds 
for all A. Let 
w ( L )  --  L -2  sup <f; f)a,w,N/Da,w,u(f)~ (1.22) 
f ,A,w,N 
DA,w,N(f) = I Z (TxY f )2)  " (1.23) 
bx-yl =1 A,~,N 
Here < ) A,~,N = EA,~,N. Then there exists a constant k independent of A, ~, and N 
such that w(L) <_ k. 
The following Theorem 3 concerns the logarithmic Sobolev inequality for the 
Glauber dynamics (1.21). We first recall the definition of  entropy. Let c~ and/3  be 
two probability measures. Then the entropy S(~//3) of c~ relative to /3  is defined by 
S ( ~ / / 3 ) = f [ l o g ( ~ / 3 ) J d c ~ .  (1.24) 
In the case we are interested in, (1.24) is well defined since both c~ and /3 will be 
discrete. In general one can define entropy by a variational principle, 
Theorem 3. Suppose Assumption (A.1) holds. Let u(L) be defined by 
u(L) = sup S(f#A,w,A/#A,~o,A)/YA,w,A(X/~) _ 
f ,w,A 
where the sup is taken over all cubes with size less than or equal to L and all probabitity 
density (with respect to #A,~,~) f . Then there is a constant k independent of A, ~ and 
A such that u(L) <_ k. 
II. Proof of Theorem 1. 
We shall prove Theorem 1 only for d -- 2. The general case follows from similar 
arguments. 
Step 1. Let A be the union of a generalized cube s L with its translation ~-(0 _L)S2, 
namely 
A = ~L U T(0 ' -  L) f~L' 
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Define an order x = ( x l , x  2) ~ y = (yl y2) if X 2 < y2 or x 2 = y2 and X 1 _~ yl.  Let 
x 0 = (0, 0), x 1 = (0, l)  etc. and let r/j = r/xj. For any j nonnegative define 
f j(rlj ,rl j+l, . . .)  = E~[fl ,Tj,~lj+l 9 9 .] = E [ f  I ~-~j]. (2.1) 
Here .~j is the a-a lgebra  generated by r/j, r]j+l , . . . .  Then one has the identity 
{" ) E [ f ; f ]  = I f ; f )  = E Z I f j ; f j ) j  + E [ f ; f  I.~o] 9 (2.2) 
j=0 
Here ( f ;  f )  = I f  2) - I f )  2 and 
(fj; f j ) j  = E [ #  I .57jj+l] -- E[f j  I .~j+l ]2. (2.3) 
Note that the summation in (2.2) has only a finite number  of  terms. 
Step 2. By definition f j  is the expectation of  f with respect to the Gibbs measure 
with boundary condition w and r/j, ~?j+l . . . .  Let p(J) denote such a measure. Let  u (j) 
denote the modif ied  measure  with boundary condit ion the same  as #(J) except  r/j is 
set to be 0. Let 
d#(J) / du (j) = h (j). (2.4) 
Then (h = h (j)) 
fj = / fhdu(J) = / f du(J) + (f;h}.(j) = fj + (f;h),( j) .  (2.5) 
Hence 
(fj; f j ) j  < 2(fs ;  f j ) j  ~- 2 E [ ( f ;  h)au(j) I .~ j+l ] .  (2.6) 
Step 3. Given the a-field ~ + 1 ,  r/j is distributed according to some Bernoulli measure. 
Let p be the probability of  having r/j = 1. Hence 
( f j ;  f j ) j  ---- p(1 - p) (fj(~/j = l ) -  f j  (~/j ---- 0)) 2. (2.7) 
It is straightforward to compute  
(fj(r/j  = 1) - f j(r/ j  = 0)) 2 = [f(r/j = 1) - f(r/j  = 0)l duj 
f ( f ( r l j  = 1) - f(rlj = 0)) 2 dllj. <_ 
Clearly, there is a constant u so that 0 < u -1 < ( p / 8 ) + ( 1  - p ) / ( 1 - 8 )  < u < oc with 
0 denoting the density defined in Theorem 1 and with u depending on the Hamiltonian 
but independent of  A. Together with (2.7) we have 
< const. 8(1 - co)E[(~3f)2]. (2.8) 
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Here we have used the fact that h = h (j) in (2.4) is bounded by a constant independent 
of  A. 
Step 4. Let g be a fixed large number and let / ~  be the cube (with j fixed and 
a = O, 1, 2 , . . . )  
B~ = {x C Z d [ dist(x, xj) <_ ga}, (2.10) 
where xj is the jth site according to our ordering in Step 1. Let , ~  be the a-algebra 
generated by {r/x I x ~ Ba  } and let 2r = ~a  C~ ,~jj. Define h(a j) by 
h~ ) = E[h(J) ] ~ffa], h~ ) = h(j)" (2.11) 
Hence 
(f;h(J)\2 --= I o o  ) )  '" /u(j) f; E ( h~) - hT)l 2 
a=0 u(j) 
O<3 
< const. E ( f ;  h~) - h(j) 2 -- a+l ) u(j)( ct + 1) 2. (2.12) 
o~=0 
Note that by definition E a j )  [h~ ) - '~+lh(J) I Y~+I] = 0. Hence 
(f; h~) _ h(j) \2 = {E,(J)Eaj)[f; h~) [ ~a+l]}2 a+l/u(j) 
-< EaJ){EaJ)[f;fl~+lJ=lls?u(J)rh(J)'h~)[l-, ~c~ , '~+1 ] }" 
(2.13) 
Since h (/) is a local function at x j ,  by Definition (2.11) and Assumption (A1) for any 
two configurations q and 
]h~)(q) - h~)(~)] _< const, g~ e x p [ - C g ~ ] ,  (2.14) 
we have that 
r h(J)\2 < E E~(J)E"(J)[f; f ] ~+1]  exp[-Cg~]( a + 1) 2ga a / v(j) - -  
OL 
< const. E Eu(J)E"[f; f ] ~ + 1 ]  e x p [ - C g a ] (  a + 1) 2g~. (2.15) 
Here we have used the fact that I dp(J)/d# (j)] < const, with the constant independent 
of  A. 
Step 5. Let c h > c~ 0 be chosen so that e x p [ - C g  ~ ] _< L -Sd and a2g ~0 e x p [ - C g  ~o] 
_< r for some r small to be chosen later. Note that g ~  _< const, log L. Divide the 
summation in (2.15) into three regions: a 1 > a > a0, a < a 0 and a _> a 1. In the 
first region we use induction to have 
E"[ f ; f  l ~<~+l] <- O(c~176 V E (~ I ~<~+l] " 
L z ~ B  a 
For the second region, since c~ o is just a fixed constant, there is a C(c~o) such that 
~<~o L Ix-zj ]_<~o J 
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In the last region, one simply uses the trivial bound that Et'(J)EU[f; f ] ~c~1+1] 
EU(J)[f; f]. Hence we can bound (f;  h(J)}~(j) by 
(f;h(J)~ 2 <0(const. l o g L (  E [ Z ( a x f ) 2 1 ) ( a + X ) 2 f ~ e x p [ - C g ~ ]  
~re(j) --  \ a l>~176 I-XC/3c~ J /z(j) 
§ C(ao)~(1 - 6)(  Z (~ 
Ix-- x j  I_<ga0 I p(j) 
q- L - 4 d ( f ;  f ) t 4J ) "  ( 2 . 1 7 )  
Step 6. By induction, 
E[f; f i ~] <_ O(L)E[ E (Crxf)2] " (2.18) 
X<Xo J 
We now collect (2.2), (2.6), (2.8), (2.17) and choose e small to have 
(f; f}A <--O(L)( Z (~ 
\ x<xo / A  
+ [/--~O(const. logL)+C(c~o)~o(l-P)l<E(a~f)2 ~ 
x I A  
+ L-2d(f; f}A" (2.19) 
Since we have a similar inequality if one reverses the order in Step 1 by reflection, 
we have the averaged inequality 
(f; Z}A <-- O(L) + 77a0(const. log L) + C(%)Q(1 - 6) ~_.~((rxf)2/ 
x I A  
+ L-2d(f; flA" (2.20) 
Step 7. Let A = A U 7-(_L,o)A be a cube of size 2L • 2L. Repeat the above procedure 
once more; we then conclude that 
0(2L) _< O(L) + 1-~0(const. log L) + constant 6(1 - p) 
3 <_ ~O(L) + constant 0(1 - ~9). 
The above inequality implies that O(L) is bounded for all L and concludes Theo- 
rem 1. [] 
IlL Proof of Theorem 2, Part I 
Our basic procedure for proving Theorem 2 is similar to that for proving Theorem 1. 
There are additional complications due to the conservation law and the slow decay 
of correlation functions (i.e., the 1/L a term in Assumption A2). In this section, we 
shall bound (fj(rlj = l) - fj(rlj = 0)) 2 (see (2.1) for definition of fj) by Dirichlet 
forms and covariances (cf. Steps 2 and 3 for Theorem 1). In the next section, we shall 
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bound the covariance by Dirichlet forms again (cf. Step 4 for Theorem 1) and thus 
conclude Theorem 2. 
Let u N be a canonical Gibbs state on A with some fixed boundary condition and 
total number of particles N. For each x E A define 
F~ = (1 - r/~) exp{-H((7~7) + H(~)}. 
Here H is the Hamiltonian for u x .  Also define 
(3.1) 
FN = (IAI - N)-I  E Fx" (3.2) 
x c A  
By particle-hole duality, we can assume without loss of generality that the density 
~U = N/IAI is bounded by 
QN < 2/3 .  (3.3) 
Assumption (3.3) will be enforced throughout the rest of this paper without further 
explanation. 
Most results in this section hold trivially in the case of continuous dynamics, e.g. 
Ginzburg-Landau dynamics. Without going into the details of the Ginzburg-Landau 
dynamics, let us remark that the two basic operators ~r~ (1.13) and T~y (1.14) for the 
discrete dynamics will be replaced by 
crxf = Of/Orlx, 
T~yf = Of /Orl~ - Of /Orly, 
in the Ginzburg-Landau dynamics. Certainly in this case r/x is a continuous variable. 
As can be easily checked, the following Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5 are just 
simple consequences of chain rules for differentiation if it were the Ginzburg-Landau 
dynamics. 
The reader should bear in mind that the discrete dynamics has to be treated carefully 
when the density ON = N/IAI becomes very close to one or very close to zero. One 
certainly does not expect new phenomena occurred in this case; it nevertheless requires 
careful arguments to treat the discrete nature of our dynamics. More significantly, 
there are nontrivial differences between these two dynamics as we shall explain more 
carefully in Lemma 3.6. 
Lemma 3.1. With the above notation, for any function f 
E t/N+I [ f ]  - E V N  [ f ]  
= ( N +  1) 1ZEVN+l[--(crxf)~lx ] -+- [EVNFN]-IE~'N[f; FN]. 
x 
(3.4) 
In particular, if f is a local function and (3.3) holds then 
I[E"N+i -- E~X][f] I <_ const.lA1-1, (3.5) 
provided that Assumption A2 holds. Here (7 x is defined in (1.13). 
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Proof. By definition, 
E~N+I[f] = (N + I)-IE~N+1I~x ~Txf(~l) l 
= ( N + I ) - I E ~ N + I [ ~ I ~ ( f ( ~ 7 ) - f ( a x  r/))] 
+ ( N + I ) - ' E ~ N + I [ ~ x  ~lxf((Tj1) ]. 
For each x fixed, change  the variable ~ ~ a j / .  Thus 
( N + l ) - l E U N + ' [ ~ x  WXf(ax~?) ] =ZNI+aZN(N+I ) - IE~N[~Fx(~ I ) f (~ I ) ]  
-- CNEUN[FNf] 
--_ CNEUN[FN; f] + CNEUN[FN]EUN[f]. 
The constant C N can be determined easily by putting f = 1: 
| = CNEUN[FN]. 
This proves (3.4). Using (3.4), Assumption A2 and (3.8) (to be proved in Lemma 
3.3) we have (3.5) immediately. []  
Lemma 3.2 Let u o = UN,~o and u94 = UN,~ be two canonical Gibbs states with 
boundary condition ~o and ~1 for which the only difference is that (Wo) z = 0 while 
(wl) z = l for some z E OA. Then for any function f 
E t~l [f] - E '0[f]  = E~0[f; h], 
where h = dul /du o. In particular if f is a local function at x then 
] [E  ul - E~~  _< const. [L - d  + t ( x  - z)]  ]]f]loo (3.6) 
1 
provided that Assumption A2 holds. Furthermore if f = ~ ~ fx with fx being a 
local function at x then x 
I[E "1 - E ~ ~  I _< const. L - d l l f l l ~ ,  (3.7) 
where [Ifll~ = sup Ilfxll~. 
Proof. The identity before (3.6) is simply the definition of h. Inequality (3.6) follows 
from this identity and Assumption A2. Finally (3.7) follows from (3.6) and the fact 
t is summable. [] 
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L e m m a  3.3. For any x E A one has the bounds 
const. ON <-- EUN[?']x] ~ const. ON = const. N/IAI ,  (3.8) 
1 - const. (1 - ON) <-- E ' N  [*1~] <-- 1 -- const. (1 -- ON). (3.9) 
Furthermore, for any s e t  { X l ,  . . . , X k }  C A with x~ # X j  whenever i # j one has 
(const. ON) k ~ Eulv[llx 1 . . .  ?7xk] ~ (const. 0N) k, (3.10) 
[1 - const. (1 - ON)] k < E~N[~lxl . . .  ~/~k] <_ [1 -- const. (1 -- ON)] k. (3.11) 
Also for F N defined in (3.2) one has 
const. _< E"N[FN] <<_ const. (3.12) 
with the constant depending only on the Hamiltonian. 
Proof. First of all let us assume that (3.8) holds. Clearly by particle-hole duality one 
has that 
const. (1 - ON) <-- E~N [1 -- ~7~] --< const. (1 -- 0N)- 
It is elementary to check that this inequality is nothing but (3.9). Next we prove (3.10) 
for k = 2 assuming (3.8). The general case follows by induction. 
E'N[~l~l~TX2] = E~N[~I~1]E'N[~I~2 [z/st = 1] 
< const, o N "  const. ( N  - 1)(]A] - 1) -1 
< (const. ON) 2. 
Similarly, one can prove (3.11) based on (3.9). So it remains to prove (3.8). For this 
purpose, it suffices to prove that for any two sites x and y, 
E ~ [r/~] _< const. E ~N [%]. 
This is because one can average (3.13) with respect to y to obtain (3.8). But this is 
a simple consequence of  the fact that exchanging spins at x and V affects the Gibbs 
factor by at most some bounded factor. We have thus concluded Lemma 3.3. [] 
Let z be a point in A and denote configurations in A by r / =  07z,~). Let 
H0(()  = H0?z = 0, () .  
Denote by u 0 the canonical Gibbs state with Hamiltonian H 0 and number of  particles 
N .  Let H '  be the difference 
H'(~?z, ~) = H(7/z, ~) - Ho(~) , 
and let 9z be defined by 
gz = exp[-H'(~I~,~)] /E '~  I ~1~] = d l ] u  ]~lz /d lYo  I~lz 9 (3.13) 
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L e m m a  3.4. Recall the definition of cr z and Txv in Sect. 1. Then with the above 
notations, 
{O-zE~:V[f l r/z]}2 <<- 4E~'~ gz I r/z = 0 ]2+  4E~~ gz I r/z = 1] 2 
vO + N -1 y~  E t~xTzxf I r/z = 0] 2 
x 
+cons t .  E"~  FN_ l ] r/z = 1] 2. (3.14) 
Note that the left side of  (3.14) is independent of r/z. 
Remark. By definition E[.  ] %]2 = {E[. ] %]}2. We shall follow this convention for 
the rest of this paper. 
Proof By definition of 9z and t 0, 
EVN[f l r/z] = Eu~ l~Tz] = Ev~ I r/z] + E"~ 1%]. 
So by the Schwartz inequality 
{ ~ z E ~ N f f  I r /z ]}2  = { Z ~ o [ f ; g  z I r/~ = 0]  --  ~ o [ f ; a  z I r/z = 1] 
+ E~~ I r/~ = 0] - E"o[f 1% = 1]} 2 
<- 4Ev~ I %  = 0] 2 +4E"~ I r/z = 1] 2 
+ 2{crzEv~ 
Note that Y0 depends on r/z only through the constraint ~ = N - r/z. So we can apply 
Lemma 3.1 to ~rzE~o[f 1%]. Therefore, 
{o-zE"o[f I r/z]} 2 < 2 N - I  Z ~o _ E [(Txzf)r/x(1 r/z) l~Tz = 0] 2 
x 
+ 2E~O[Flv_11r/z = 1]-2bTt'o[f;FN_l l rlz = 1] 2. 
Note that we have changed cr~ to Txz since the total number of particles is fixed. By 
(3.12), E~o[FN_I 1% = 1] >cons t .  This concludes Lemma 3.4. 
L e m m a  3.5. With the same notation as in Lemma 3.4, 
EVu[EVN[f l r/z];Evu[f l r/z]] <_ 4EVU{EV~ z [r/z] 2} 
+ const. Z N-1E~'~  ]r/x(1 - r/z)Tzxf]2 
x 
~ 0  9 +const. E"N{%E [f, FN_ 1 Jr/z}, (3.15) 
provided that (3.3)holds. 
Proof Let p denote E"N{r/z = 1} = E~N[r/z]. Since the marginal of  u N on r/z is 
just a Bernoulli measure, we have 
EtIN [ E p N  [ f i r / z ] ;  EV~V [fir/z]] 
= p ( 1  - p ) { E  "N[f lr /z  = l] - E ' N [ f l r / z  = 0]} 2. (3.16) 
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By  L e m m a  3.4, 
EtIN[J~I"N[f l I]Z]; J~N[ f  l T]z]] 
= 4/9(1 - p ) E U u E u ~  I r~z = 0] 2 
+ 4p(1 -- p)EUUE~~ 9z I ~/z = 1] 2 
+ 4 p ( 1  - p ) N  - 1 E E ~ U E " ~  = 0] 2 
3;  
+ const .p(1 - p)E~NE~~ FN_ a ] ~?z = 1] 2 
<_ 4E~N{EUO[f;gz ]~]z] 2} 
+ 4 E U N { ( 1  -- r /z)N 1 Z  u0 = E [r l~Tzxf I~z  0] 2 } 
z 
+ const. E~'N{rlzE"~ FN_ 1 [ r/z]2} 9 (3.17) 
By definition of  conditional expectation and (3.3) 
~0 E " ~  [ ~Tz = 0] = E~~ - ~ z ) T z x f l { E  [1 r/z]} -1 
_< const. E~0[r/z(1 - ~z)Tzxf].  
Hence the middle term of  (3.17) is bounded by 
const. Z N-l [E~%Tx(1 - rlz)Tzxf]2" 
83 
This concludes L e m m a  3.5. []  
L e m m a  3.6. Let II N be a canonical Gibbs state with total number of  particles N in 
a cube A. Let 7 be a pa th f i vm x to z with x, z E A and with 71 = x and 71.~1+1 = z. 
For i = 1, . . . ,  [7[, let b i = (7i, %+1) be the bound connecting % and 7i+1 and let 
(Tb i f)(~l) = TTi,7~+~ fOl) = f(T7~,.y~+, ~) - fOl). (3.18) 
Then there is a constant C depending only on the Hamiltonian such that 
((f(Tzx~7) - f(~))~/x(1 - ~/z)}2N _< C171 (Tb~f) , (3.19) 
I., N 
provided that the density of  particle ~ = N / [ A  I is strictly bounded away from one, say 
0 satisfies (3.3). 
Remark. If  one considers continuous spins with continuous dynamics (e.g. Ginzburg- 
Landau models),  the bound (3.19) is just a simple consequence of  the Schwartz 
inequality. The difficulty in L e m m a  3.6 is completely due to the discrete nature of  the 
dynamics.  Should more  than one species of  particles per site be allowed (e.g., each 
site may have one black particle and one white particle), L e m m a  3.6 still holds with 
only a slight modification of  the arguments required. 
Proof. Step 1. For any configuration r/ with ~Tz = 1 and ~/z = 0 define a path 
r 0 ( )~1~1 Tzx ~ as O(~/) = 1 i ~ )i=0 connecting r / to  follows. 
Let A(r/) be the set of  zeros for r/, i.e. A(r/) = {1 _< i _< I~l + 1 I ~ = 0}. Suppose 
]A] = l. Then 0 i is defined by 
Oir 1 = Tl.yl+l,i.yl+l_ it/, i = 1 , . . . , ] 7 1 ,  0 o r / =  ~7. 
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Here Tl~yl+l,l~l+l_ i denote the operator exchanging particles at ~/1~1+1 and "Yl7l+l-~" 
Now assume that we have defined 69 for IAI _< k and r/ is a configuration with 
IZ(w)l = k + 1. Let j be the smallest index in A(~/). Define 
Oirl = Tj , j_iZh if i < j. 
For i > j ,  let ( = Tlj~ l and let 5 denote the path from "yj to  "),13,1+1. Clearly, for the 
path 5 the configuration ff has only k zeros. Hence we can define 0 i for i _> j by 
using induction, namely 
Oi(~]) ---- O ~ j ( T l j f l )  , 
where the super index 5 denote the dependence of  0 on the path 3 which has so far 
been omitted for the path 7. Note that 0171r/= Txzr/and for each i there is a u(i)  so 
that 
Oi(I]) = Tbu(i)Oi-  1 (?7) 
with T b defined in (3.18). Furthermore, u is a bijection from { 1 , . . . ,  I~'1} to itself. 
Hence we have 
I'YI 
f (Txzr l )  - f ( ~ )  = E[ f (Tb~, ( i )Oi-107))  -- f (0 i -107))]  
i=l  
I'YI 
= E [f(Tb~ 0~( i)- 1 (~])) - -  f(Oo4i)- 1)1, (3.20) 
i=1 
where c~ = u - 1 .  Denote the right side of (3.20) by 
171 
E S b i f  = f(Tzz~]) - f(zl)" (3.21) 
i=l  
Let gi = gi(~/) denote the distance between i + 1 and the second zero after i + 1. By 
Schwartz' inequality and (3.21), 
I'YI 
( ( f (TZX~)  - f(~l))~x(1 - ~/z)) 2 _< 171E((Sbif)2ti-1)(~Tx(1 -- ~z)~i) 9 
i=1 
For each i fixed change the variable by 0,~_1~ / = ~. Note that ~ differs from 
by at most four sites. So the change of normalization and Boltzmann factor e - H  is 
bounded by some fixed constant. On the other hand, the mapping ~ / ~  0~_l(r/) = ~ is 
not one to one. For each ~ there may be more than one ~7 with 0~_ 1(7) = ~. We now 
give an upper bound of the possible number of  r / with 0~_l(r/) -- ~. For simplicity 
we consider only i = 1. Let j be the position of  second zero after 2. By construction, 
r /and ~ agree after j - 1. The only source of  confusion is that ~1 has a zero between 
2 and j and the position of this zero is arbitrary. Clearly the choice is bounded by 
(j - 2). This proves the maximum number of  z/mapped into ~ is at most f i .  Therefore 
((Sb~ f)e~ -1) < C ( ( r b i f )  ). 
Step 2. To conclude Lemma 3.6, it remains to prove that 
(rIx*i) < const. 
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Again for simplicity we assume that i = 1 and r/1 = 1. Clearly we only have to prove 
that 
E[r/0r/1 . . .  (1 -- r/j). 9 9 r/s] --< const, s -2. 
But this follows from (3.11). We have thus concluded Lemma 3.6. [] 
For any two points x = (x 1, x 2) and y = (yl, y2) in A define the canonical path 
from x to y by first connecting x to (x 1, y2) by a straight line and then connecting 
(x l, y2) to (yl, y2) again by a straight line. From now on 7zv will always denote the 
canonical path between x and y. We can now combine Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 to have 
Lemma 3.7. With the same notations and assumptions as Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, 
EUN[EUN[f Ir/~l;EVN[fl r/z]] <-- 4E~'w{E~'~ I r/zl 2} 
I'/I 2] 
+ c~ ~-~E'Nx ~l(Tb~f) 
+ const. E'N{r/~E~~ FN_ 1 [ r/z]2}, (3.22) 
where ~/ = 7zx. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 3.6 with u N replaced by to; we have (3.22) with the middle 
term on the right side replaced by E ~0. But switching u 0 to u N costs at most some 
constant depending on the Hamiltonian. We have thus concluded (3.22). [] 
Remark. Lemmas 3.3-3.7 are independent of Assumption A.2. 
Corol lary 3.8. If, in addition, Assumption A.2 holds then 
E~'N[EVN[f l r/z];E~'N[f l r/~]] <_ 4E~'N{EVo[f;gz I%]  2} [I-~1 
+ const. LIAt - l  ~ E ~N Z ( T b i f )  2 -b C(~) I / I -1E~N [f ;  f ] ,  (3.23) 
i = l  
where 7 = %~ and C(O) ~ 0 and p ~ O. 
Proof. Use the Schwartz inequality and Assumption A.2 to bound the last term of 
(3.22). [] 
IV. Proof of  Theorem 2, Part II 
Our goal in this section is to control the first and the last terms on the right side of 
(3.22). We then follow the same strategy as in the proof of  Theorem 1 to conclude 
Theorem 2. The last term of (3.22) will be bounded in Lemma 4.4 while the first 
term will be bounded in Lemma 4.6. Lemmas 4.1-4.3 are preparations for Lemma 
4.4. Lemma 4.4 (and its preparations Lemma 4.1-4.3) is the only place we need the 
assumption on three point functions, i.e., Assumption A3. 
Let A be a cube of size L and F C A be a subcube of size g. Define the boundary 
OF and 0-1" by 
O F = { x E A \ F I ] x - F  l =  1}, (4.1) 
O - V  = { x  9 v I Ix - (A \ V)l = 1}.  (4.2) 
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Let 9 be a function depending only on the configurations in /" and let u N be a 
canonical Gibbs state on A. Define the function 
gv(6o,Wo) = EUN[g [ w = w0, 6 = 60] , (4.3) 
where w denotes the configuration on 0 - I "  and 6 denotes the density in F.  
L e m m a  4.1. Let 9 be either a local function at x E F or of  the form 
9 = 1/']-1 E 9x (4.4) 
x E F  
with 9x a local function at x. Assume that 9 depends on the configurations inside F 
only. Then 
E~N [9c; 9r] < const. IF] -1,  (4.5) 
provided that g < L U2O and Assumptions A.2 and A.3 hold. 
Proof. Let F be the marginal of u on F.  By Corollary 5.6, F has a spectral gap. Hence 
we only have to prove that 
I I~xgFIIoo  -< const. ICl  - l  
But this follows from (3.5) and (3.7). [] 
L e m m a  4.2. Let UN, w be the canonical Gibbs state in a cube A with boundary 
condition w and density ON = N/]A] < 2/3. Fix z E OA, let g = ]A] -1 ~-~9x, 
x 
UN,1 = UN,~ ]~z=l and UN, 0 = l/N, w ]OJz=0' T h e n  
I{(E ~n+l,' - (E  ~u+i,~ - (E ~u,' - E~N,~ I <_ CIAI -1N  -1, (4.6) 
provided that Assumptions A.2 and A.3 hold. Also with the same assumption 
] [EUN+I,  ~ __ 2EUN, w + EUN l,w][g]] ~ CIA]- IN-1 .  (4.7) 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, 
I {EUN+I , I  - -  EUN,  1 } --  { E ' N + ' , O  --  EUN,O}] [g] 
= ( N  -}- 1) -1 E { E  "N+I,1 [ - ( O x g ) ~ x ]  - E t " N + l , O [ - - ( ( T x g ) ~ x ] }  
x 
+ {EUN'IFN] -1EuN'I [g; FN] -- [EUN'~176 FN]} 
= s~l + g2 2 . 
Step 1. We can rewrite f22 as 
$)2 =- --{ EuN'I [FNJEUN'~ -1 [{ J~z'N'l [ F N ]  - -  E~'N'~ E"N'~ FN] 
-- E 'N '~  [9; FN] -- E'N'~ FN]}].  
Since E € [FN] is bounded from above and below (3.12), f22 is bounded by C[A] -2 
if one can prove that 
~3 = IEUN'I[FN] -- EUN'~ IE"~,O[g; FN] p _< CIA1-2, 
f~4 = I Ev 'N ' I  [g; FN] - -  E U N ' ~  FN]t <-- CIA1-2. 
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The bound on Y23 follows from (3.7) and Assumption A2. To bound g?4, let us 
assume without loss of  generality that E~'N,O[FN] = 0. Denote the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of dUN, i/dUN, o by h N. We can rewrite g24 as 
~4 = EuN'I [g(Wz = 1)FN] -- EUN'I [g(Wz = 1)] E/'N'I [J~N ] 
- -  E ux,~ [g(w z = O )  FN] 
= EUN,O[g(wz = 1)FNhN] -- E~'X,O[g(wz = 1)FN] 
_ EUN,O [g(w z = 1)hn]E~N,o [FNh N] 
+ E~n,~ = 1) -- gfWz ---- O)}FN]. 
Denote 9(Wz = 1) = gl and g(w z = O) = 9o. Then ~4 is just 
ff~4 = {EUN'~ hN] -- EUN'~176 hn]}  
-- EUN'~ [gl; hN]EUN'~ hN] -[- EUN'~ -- go}; FNI, (4.8) 
since E~N,O[FN] = 0. The first term is equal to 
EUN, ~ [gl; FN; hN]" 
By Assumption A.3, it is bounded by C]At -2. By Assumption A.2 and definition of  g 
the second and the third terms of (4.8) are bounded by CIA] -2. We have thus proved 
that ~2 2 _< CIAI 2. 
Step 2. It remains to bound Y21 by C ] A ] - I N  -1. By similar arguments and notations 
as in Step 1, 
~21 = (N  + 1) -1 Z EUN+l'~176 -- EUN+I'I [(~ 
X 
= (N  + 1) -1 E{EUN+l,~ -- EUN+l,O[(crxgl)~]xhN+l] } 
2C 
~- (X @ 1) -1 Z EUN+l'~ -- (~rxgl)}~]x] 
X 
= - ( N  + l) -1 E E'N~l'~ hN+l] 
X 
+ (N + l) - 1 Z  E'N+l'~ -- gl)] '  (4.9) 
X 
By Assumption A.2 and the form of g, the two terms on the right side of  (4.9) are 
bounded by cons t . ]A]- lN -1. Hence ]Y21] < C ] A ] - I N  -1. Together with the bound on 
Y22 in Step l, we have proved (4.7). The proof of (4.6) is similar and we omit it. [] 
L e m m a  4.3. Let F C A be a subcube with ~ < L 1/1~176 Denote by #~ the infinite 
volume Gibbs state with chemical potential A. Let 9 be a function of  the form 
g = IF I 1 ~ 9z. Denote the density on 1" by dr.  Let u~ be a canonical Gibbs 
:cEF 
state with number of  particles N = ]AIQ and with ~ = p~(A). Recall the definition of  
9r  in (4.3). Then for  any c > O, "y > 0 and g large enough 
EU~[gr( ~, OF) - k g r ;  go(  w, Pr)  - kPr ]  -< clF] -1 , (4.10) 
provided that 
dist(F, A r > L 1/20 (4.11) 
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and the density 0 is bounded by 
0 < "7 < 0 < 2/3.  (4.12) 
Here k is a constant given by 
k = [F[EU~['~xgr(co, Or)], x r F \ O - F  (4.13) 
with ~x defined by 
[Uxf](~) = [f(O-xrT) - f(r/)](1 - % )  - [f(axr/)  - f(rl)lr/x. 
Note that the definition of k is independent of the choice of x E 1" \ O-F.  
Proof. Step 1. Clearly by definition, E [ ( ~ x f )  2] = E[ (azf )2] .  Note that we have the 
identity 
ax0F - - I v l - ' .  
By Corollary 5.6, the marginal of  u N on F has a spectral gap. Hence 
EUN [gv( w, Or) -- k~v;  gr( w, Or) - kov] 
_< const. E E'N [{Ux(gr(co, Or) -- k~v)} 2] 
x E F  
= const. E E~N[{~gr (w '  ~ r ) -  k/IF[}z] . 
x E F  
Let us denote the contribution for x E O - F  by Q1 while x E F \ O -F  by (2 2. By 
(3.7) a21 is bounded by 
g21 _< const. ]F]--2+(d--1)/d, (4.14) 
where the f a c t o r  IF[ (g-1)/d comes from the summation of x over O-F.  
Step 2. We can write ~2 as 
~'~2 = const. [IF] - [ 0 - f ]  ] I / ' I -2Et 'N [~/.(co, 0v) -- k] 2, 
where gv is defined by 
~r(~, 6) : Ivl~gF(co, o), . ~ v \ a - v .  
Let a = E'N  [gv(co, 0V)]. Then 
~'~2 ~ const, t F ] - I E ' N  [{~F(w, L)v) - a}  2] + const. ]F ] - l ( k  - c0 2 . (4.15) 
The first term is the variance of 9v and we can bound it again by using spectral gap 
as 
c~ ]F]-IEuN [ ZxEF {~ ~)F)}2]--< C(L))]F]-2' (4.16) 
Here we have used (4.6) in the last inequality. For the second term in (4.15), let A 
denote a subcube of size L ~/2~ with the same center as IF] and let r~,~o denote the 
Gibbs state on A with boundary condition co. By the mixing Assumption A.1, 
]E ~'~,~ [f]  - E ~ ,  ~' [f][ _< const. L-'/a~ o 
if f depends only on configurations on F.  Also, by the equivalence of ensembles 
Lemma 5.2, 
Ioz -- k] = [E~'N [g/-(co, cop)] -- E"a[~r(aa, ~v)]l -< c~176 (4.17) 
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Note that in order to apply Lemma 5.2 we have to change the expectation with 
respect to a Gibbs state in A by the infinite volume Gibbs state. The error we made 
is smaller than the fight side of  (4.17) by Assumption A.1. Lemma 4.3 follows from 
(4.14)-(4.17). [] 
L e m m a  4.4. Let A be a cube of size L or a cube of size L less a subcube of size 
smaller than LU100d. Let {gx}x~A be a family of translationally covariant functions 
in the sense that rx_v9 v = gx unless x or~and y are close to the boundary. Assume 
that Assumption A1 holds for all A. Then for any 0 < g < L there exists an g(g) with 
c(g) --~ 0 as g ---+ oo so that 
< const. (g)IAI-1DA(f) + c(g)[A[ -1 (f ;  f }uN , (4.18) EuN f; IAI-1 Z 9x] 2 
xEA J 
provided that L is large enough. Furthermore, const.(g) < exp(const.(g)for some 
constant. In the application we shall choose g to be a fixed large constant independent 
of L. 
Proof. First of all we can assume the density 0 is strictly away from zero, i.e. 
2 > ~ > -y > 0. For otherwise, 
E~N [ f ; lA l - l  ~-~gx] 2 
xEA .J 
A--1 ~ g x ] j ~ T u N [ f ; f ]  --<E~N[I I ~-~gx;IA1-1 
k xEA xEA J 
_< C(o)IAI -~ Ilgll~E "~ If; f]. 
Here we have used Assumption A.2. Since C(O) --~ 0 as 0 -+ 0, (4.18) holds if 0 is 
sufficiently small. Hence we shall assume 0 is bounded by 
2 
5 > 0 > 7 > 0 .  
Step 1. Divide A into cubes of size g with g large but independent of  L. Let c~,/3 
index such cubes and denote the typical cube by Bc~. Let g~ denote 
get = g-d E gx" 
XCBc~ 
Hence 
E~N [f; lA[-l ~AgX]2 = E~N [f;gdlAl-l  ~ g ~ ] 2  
= ~1-'}- ~Q2, 
f ]2 01 = 2E ~'x f;eelAI ~ ~ g~ , 
Ioe-Acl<_L1/4 [ ]2 
o 2 = 2 E  ~N f;edlAI -~ Z 9~ 9 
Io~-ACl>Ll/4 
By the Schwartz inequality and Assumption A.2, 
(4.19) 
$21 <_ 4E~N[f; f]lA1-1, (4.20) 
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if L is large enough. Hence/21 is negligible for the purpose of (4.19). Let us redefine 
g~ by 
9~ = g-d Z 9~ 9 
Ix Bc[>gl/4  
The error term is again negligible by a similar argument. From now on, we shall not 
be very careful about the boundary terms as they are negligible in this lemma. 
Step 2. Recall the definition of 9B~ in (4.3), i.e. 
Ga ~ gBc~ = Eux[ga I U"c~,C0a], 
where ~ denotes the configurations on 0 - B ~  and 0~ denotes the density at B a. By 
the Schwartz inequality f22 < /23 + [24 with 
/23 = 4Av~ /2~ = 4g d ]A I-1 ~ E,,N [f; g~ _ G~12 
o~ 
We can bound/2]  by 
= EuNEUN [ ; /2~ { f go~ - Goe I c~ Qa]} 2 
<_ E"N{E"N[f; f lcJ,~,p~]E~'N[ga;g,~ I C%,Oa]}. 
By Assumption (A2), the second factor is bounded by CIBa1-1. The first factor can 
be bounded by 
/2~ <<_const.(g)D~(f), Da( f )=  EUN[b~ca(Tbf)2], 
for some const.(g) depending only on g. Hence /23 is bounded by 
/23 _< const. (g)IAI-1DA(f). (4.21) 
Step 3. Finally we have to bound/24. Let G~ = G~ ) + G~ ), where 
G~ ) = ~5~ 
with ~5 a constant to be chosen later. Note that, thanks to the constraint ~ ~]x = 
constant, ~ G~ ) is a constant. Hence we can replace G a by G~ ) with arbitrary 
choice of ~ Hence 
/24 ~ 4(f;  f}(G(2); G(2)), (4.22) 
where G (2) = gdlAl-~ ~ G~. Note that by definition (G(2); G (2)) = (G(2); G) with 
o~ 
G = gdlAl-1 ~ G~. Again by definition (9 = Av~g~), 
o~ 
(G(2); G (2)) = (G(2); G) = (G(2); g). (4.23) 
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For each a fixed, let 
z 
x~A\r 
Then we can rewrite (4.22) as 
(G(2); G (2)) = A%(G~); ha) 
< A%(G~); G~))l/Z(h~; h~> '/2. 
By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, ]axh~] < const. ]A1-1. Together with the 
Corollary 5.3 we have 
(ha; hc~) 1/2 ~ const. [Al-l g d/2 . 
The first factor (G~); G~ )) can be bounded by 
< - d / 2  , 
provided ~ is chosen according to Lemma 4.3. Hence for g large 
C (G(2); G (2)) < ~]A] -1 . 
Together with (4.22) we have 
04 <_ 41Al-l( f; f) .  
Combining this bound with (4.21), we conclude Lemma 4.4. [] 
Corollary 4.5. With assumptions and notation of Lemma 4.4. and Corollary 3.7, 
EuN[EuN[f  ] TIz]; E u n [ f  l ~lz]] ~ IAI-1LDA(f) + r f] 
+const. E ~N LIAI-I ~_~ ~. (rb~f)  2 
ycA i=l ) 
+ 4t7'~X{E~~ 1%12} 9 
Lemma 4.6. Let h be a local function at z E A of size L. Then 
E ~N [f; h] 2 _< const, w(L l/l~176 Z [ 1  + dist(b, z)] -a 1E~N [ (TJ)  2] 
bEA 
I'yy~ l 
+ const. IAI-1L ~ ~ ( 1  § lY-  Xl)7 d-1 Z U'N[(TbJ )2] 
ycA xEA i=1 
+ clAl-lE'N[f; f]. 
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Proof. Let Ba denote a cube of size ga centered at z and let 13a = / 3 a  ~ A. Define 
(cf. 4.3) 
ha(a~a, ~a) = he~ = E"N [h I wa, 0a]. 
We can bound the variance of h a by Lemma 3.2, as 
E ~N[ha; ha] < const.g da. 
Step 1. By the argument as in Step 2 of Lemma 4.4, 
E u u [ f ;  h] 2 ~ 2E'N [f; h - hl] 2 + 2E~'N [f; hl  ]2 
< const, g2W(g)DBl(f) + 2E "N [f; hl  ]2 . (4.27) 
To bound the last term let f(1) denote 
f(l) = E , N [ f  I BI]" 
Then by Assumption A.2, 
E.~[ f ;  h112 : E u  N If(l); hl] 2 
_< E.N If(l); I(1)]E.N[hl; hi ] 
< const, g--dEuN If(l); f(1)]. (4.28) 
By Corollary 5.6 (0 = PN = N/]A]), 
EUN If(l); f(1)] _< c0nst" pE.N [xe~ B (axf(1))2]. 
1 
We now apply Lemma 3.4 to c~xf (I). Hence for x E O-B  1, 
E "~v [(axf(1)) 2] < E "N {E'N, ~ ]f; g~ ] r/~ = 0, B1] 2 + E'N, x [f; g5 1% = 1, BI] 2 
+ ( N -  NB~ - 1)-1 E E"N'~[~?yT~y f ]~l~ =0'B112 
yEA\B1 
+ const. E~'N,x[f; FN_NBI_ 1 ] ~/z = 112} . 
Here N ,  denote the number of particles in/31 and UN,x denotes the measure with 
the Hamiltoman having ~/x = 0 (cf. definition of u 0 in Lemma 3.4). Similarly, we 
have the same bound for x E t31 - 0-t31 except the first two terms disappeared. 
We can now proceed as in Lemmas 3.5-3.7 and Corollary 4.5. Note that the factor 
p in (3.16) which is essential for (3.17) to hold is supplied here by the factor ~. To 
summarize, we have 
g - - d ~ u  N If(l); f(1)] _< ~1 -~- gIAI-IEUN[f;f] 
+const . ]Al-~LE "N ~ ~ ~ ( r b ~ f )  2 , (4.29) 
yEB l x c A \ B  1 i=1 
where D1 is given by 
(21=c0nst'g--dEUN{ Z EUN':~[f;gxlB1]2}" 
x E O - B  1 
(4.30) 
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Together with (4.27) we have 
E ~N [f; h] < (21 § clAI-1E~N [f; f ]  + const ,  g2w(g)DBx (f) + U1, (4.31) 
where U 1 is defined by 
,----, I'rvx I 
Ul=const. lAl-lLg-aE ~N ~ ~ ~'~(Tbif)2 ~. (4.32) 
yCtz; 1 x~A\B 1 i=1 J 
Step 2. Repeat Step 1 with A replaced by A \ B 1 and B 1 replaced by B 2. We can 
bound (21 by 
(21 ~ (2(22 § const, cg-llA \ BII-1EUNEVN[f; f i B 1 ]  
+c~ ~ Z ~(rb~ f)2 
yEB 2 xEA\B 2 i=1 
+ const, ge'~-lw(g2)DBz(f), (4.33) 
where (22 is given by 
(22 = const'g-2d-lEux Z EVN,x[f; h x (B2] 2. (4.34) 
xcO-- B 2 
One can replace the covariance in the middle term E'NE "N If; f ] B1] by E "N If; f ]  
to have an upper bound. Also choose ~ so large that 2const. _< 61/2. Hence we can 
now rewrite (4.33) as 
(21 ~-- (22 § eg-1/21Al-lEvN[f; f] 
+g-2d-1/2IAI-ILE'N Z Z Z ( T b ~  f)2 
yGB 2 xcA\B 2 i=1 
+ ~2"2-1/2W(~2)DB2(f), (4.35) 
where ~2 satisfies 
(22 ~--g 2d--l/2EUN ~ E'N,~[f;h x [B2] 2. (4.36) 
XEO-- t3 2 
We now repeat the same argument until we reach c~ 0 with g~o = L(lOOd~-~. Hence we 
have 
E':v[f; g] <- (2~o + 2elAI-1E~N[f; f] 
§ L]AI-1Z~-dc~-(1/2)(l+2+...+oz-1) Z Z F-IVN~ Z ( T b i f ) 2 ~  
c~=1 yEBa xr i=1 ) 
z0 ~2oz (1/2)(1+2+...+oz--l)T) (r + w(g~~ ~=1" ~u,~,.,,J (4.37) 
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f~c~o ~ ~--~176 Z J~t)N'x If; gx I Bao]2 
xGO Be~ 0 
< const, g-aod-(a0-1)a0/a./ao(d-1)Eu N [f; f] .  (4.38) 
Here we have used the Schwartz inequality in the last inequality. Since g~0 = 
L (1~176 for L large the last factor g -2a0-(~0-1)c~0/4 < L -2d. So we can absorb 
Y2~0 into the second term on the right side of (4.37). For the third term note that for 
each y E B~ \ B~_~, the numerical factor is 
s0  
E g-da-(1/2)(l+2+...+c~-l) < const. (g)[1 + g(a-i)]-d-1.  (4.39) 
o ~ = a  
So we can bound the second term as 
I'Y~xl 
c~ ~ ( 1  + lY-  xl) -d-1 E E~N[(Tb~ f)2]" (4.40) 
ycA xEA i=1 
By similar arguments, the last term is bounded by 
const. (g)w(L 1/1~176 E EUN [(1 + dist(b, z))-a-l(T,of)2]. (4.41) 
bcA 
Combining (4.37)-(4.41), we have concluded Lemma 4.6. [] 
We can now use Lemma 4.6 in Corollary 4.5 to obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.7. 
E'N{E'N[f I ~]~];E'N[f I ~]z] } 
const. / IA] - ILDA( f )  + zIAI-1E'N[f; < f] 
% 
+ EUN IAI-1LE E ( 1 - t - l y - x l )  -d-I ~---~(Tbif)2~ 
I. yCA x6A i=1 ) 
+ w(L 1/2) ~ [ 1  + Ib -- Z l ] -d- lJ~  uN . 
bcA 
Proof of Theorem 2. Step 1. Assume that (1.22) holds for cubes of size not bigger 
than L. Let A = s L U ~-(0 _r)f2L = y)l + ~22 (cf. Step 1 in the proof of Theorem 1). 
We shall prove that 
E A [f; f ]  < (~ w(L) -~ const.) LZDs?L (f). (4.42) 
As in the Step 7 of the proof of Theorem 1, we repeat the argument for A = 
A U T(_L,o)A. Hence 
w(2L) < 2w(L) + const. 
Therefore w(L) is uniformly bounded. We now prove (4.42). 
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Step 2. Recall (2.1)-(2.3). We now apply Corollary 4.7 to bound E[fk; fk 
and the sum over k to have 
( f ;  f )A  < E[f;  f ]5~1] + [cw(L) + const.]L2DA(f) + e ( f ;  f )A 
<_ w(L)LZDa~ ( f )  + [ew(L) + const. ]LZDA(f) + r  f )  A" 
Switch the role of  f21 and f2 2 and average, 
(1 - 2r  f )A  < [(1 + e)w(L) + const.]L2DA(f). 
This proves (4.42) and concludes Theorem 2. [] 
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V. Equivalence of Ensemble 
In this section, we shall prove a strong version of equivalence of ensemble based on 
the mixing Assumption A.2. The equivalence of ensemble is an old subject and has 
been studied extensively in the literature, see e.g. [R]. But most classical results are 
too weak for our purpose. We are able to obtain stronger estimates because of the 
mixing Assumption A.2. 
L e m m a  5.1 Let )~ E ]R be a chemical potential. Then the pressure pa,~(/~) in a cube 
A of size L satisfies 
IPA,w(.k) - P(~)I < C / L  (5.1) 
with C independent of L or )~ or the boundary condition ~. Similarly, let ~ be the 
density of particles defined by ~ = N/IA[, then with the same constant C the free 
energy f A,~ satisfies 
fA,~o(V) > f(~) + C/L .  (5.2) 
Proof. The proof for the pressure is obvious and we omit it. The free energy bound 
is also obvious since 
f A,w(P) >-- sup ( )~ ) -  pA,~(,~)) 
> sup(Ap - p(A)) + C / L  = f(o) + C /L .  [] 
L e m m a  5.2. Let A be a cube in Z d and F C A be a subcube. Denote the co@gurations 
on A by 0 = (z?, ~) with z I denoting configurations on A \ F and ~ configurations on F. 
Let U~ (~) (V~(()) denote the marginal density of ~ with respect to the (canonical) Gibbs 
state with the boundary condition a; and chemical potential ,k (density ~ = pt (,~)). Then 
there is a constant C independent of 6, )~ or ~ so that 
[Vo(~) - U)~(~)I _< CL-1/3U),(~), 
provided that Assumption (A2) holds and 
(5.3) 
[/'[ < L 1/2~ L -1Is < ~) < 9/10. (5.4) 
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Proof. Step 1. By definition (~ = # of  ~/particles) 
V,~+l(() = Z~11 Z e x p [ - H ( %  4)]6(?/+ ~ = n + l) 
rl 
= Z~-+ll Z ( n  + 1 - ~)-1 
• Z rlx e x p [ - H ( r / ,  ~)]6(~ + ~ = n + 1). (5.5) 
xeA\V 
Here we have abused the notation and use Vn+ 1 for Vn+I/iA I . For each x fixed, let 
I x be defined by 
I~(O) = (1 - 0 ~ ) e x p [ - H ( a ~ 0 )  + H(0)],  (5.6) 
where a x is defined in (1.15). For each x fixed, change the variable by r/ = ~ .  
Thus 
Z ~ e x p [ - H ( 0 ) ] 6 ( ? / +  ~ = n + 1) = Z Ix(O) exp[ -g(o)]6(~  + ~ = n), (5.7) 
where 0" = (% 4) on the left side of (5.7) and 0 = ({, ()  on the right side. Denote by I 
I(O) = (n + 1 - ~)-1 Z Ix(O)" (5.8) 
xcA\F 
We can summarize Step 1 by 
Vn+l(()  = V n ( r  (5.9) 
Step 2. Rewrite (5.9) as 
Vn+l(~)  - Vn(~) = Vn[ZnZnl lEUn[II  ~] -- 1]. (5.10) 
Also let F = ~) we have 
Here Gn+ 1 is defined by 
Zn+l  Un = Z n E  [G,~+I]. (5.11) 
G,~+I(O) = (n + 1) -1 ~ I x . 
xEA 
Using (5.11) in (5.10) we have that 
~/~n+l(~) -- ~/~n(~) = Vn[~-~UnGn+l ] 1{ E ~ n [ I  I ~] - / ~ V n [ G n + l ] } .  (5.12) 
Step 3. By definition of I x, there is a constant k such that 
k 1(1 - Ox) <_ 1 x <_ k(1 - Ox). (5.13) 
Together with (5.4), we can bound E "" [Gn+l] by 
k]A]n -1 >_ E"~ [Gn+l] > k - I [ ( ] A ] -  n ) ( n +  1) -1] > const, k-1]A]n -1. (5.14) 
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We are now ready to bound E '~ [ I I ( ] - E  ~'n [Gn+ {1 in (5.12). Let us first decompose 
the summation into x E F and x r E,  namely, 
E"~[ll(o] - E'n[G] = -(n + I) -~ E E"~[Ixl 
x6P 
-[-(7%-t- 1 -- ~0) -1 E { f U n [ / z  [ (0] - EUn[/z ]} 
xff F 
-[-[(n.-[- l - < o ) - l  - ( n - [ - 1 ) - l  Z E'n[[x]. (5.15) 
x~fF 
By (5.13), (5.14) and (5.4) the first and the third term together are bounded by 
cons t .{ Icb  -1 + Irl  la in -2} _< const. Icl lAb  -2 . (5.16) 
Combining (5.12)-(5.16) and (5.4) one has the following bound: 
LVn+l((o) - Vn((0)l -< const. L~/8Vn((O){lFI n-~ + I'~1}, (5.17) 
~/ = IA1-1 ~ {E~[Ix Ir - E~n[Ix]} 9 (5.18) 
xftF 
Certa in ly  171 is bounded by 
6 :  sup E'ntlAI - ~ I  x l ( 1 1 - E ' t l A l - ' ~ I x l r  , 
(1 ,r x~r xftr 
where  the sup is taken over  any two configurat ions  on F .  Note  that E ~n [. ] (1] and 
E ~  [" ] (2] are canonical  Gibbs measures  on  A \ F .  We can n o w  apply L e m m a  3.2 
to have  
b/I < 6 < const. IF] IA1-1. 
Therefore, one has the bound 
]V,~+I( O - V~(OI _< const. L 1 / 8 V n ( O I F b  - l  . (5.19) 
By induction, for any n and m with 9 I A [ / l O  > m > n > IAIL -~/8 one has 
IV,~ - V~I _< const. Irn - nlZ l /S lFln- lV  n . (5.20) 
The restriction m >_ n can be removed provided that Im - nlL~/SIFI << n. Hence 
(5.20) holds if 
Im - nl < IAIL 2/5, 91AI/10  > n > IAIL - 1 I s  . (5.21)  
Step 4. By definition, 
UA(() - V~(() = (n I + n2)V ~, 
where ~21 and f~2 are defined by (cON ~ N/IA ]) 
hi= 
I@N_O]< L 2/5 
~22= Z 
ION--OI>L--2/5 
zkz;'(v~ - vpv21~C 
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By (5.20) and (5.14) f21 is bounded by 
13"~11 __~ cons t .  II'IL 1/4 Z ZNZ;leANIQN -- QI 
IQN--col < L-2 /5  
_< const. IFIL -3/2~ _< const. L -UI~  . (5.22) 
To bound ~2, note that by (5.1) and (5.2), 
ZNZ;1c AN : exp[ IAI{AON - f A(QN) --PA(A)}] 
_< exp[ ]AI{AON - f (PN)  --p(A) + CL-1}].  
Since f is strictly convex in the sense that f"(x) > r > 0,  one has 
Ax - f ( x )  - p ( A )  <_ - r  - ~)2. 
So for QN with I~)N -- al > L-2/5 one has 
Z N Z f l e  AN < exp{-const. Ln-1}. (5.23) 
Since Vo is a probability density on the configurations on F, it follows from (3.10) 
and (3.1 ~ that 
]VgN(~)Vs ~ I V s  ~ const. [p-a]lr l ,  
Together with (5.23) we have Y22 < ]A] -1. Lemma 5.2 follows from this bound and 
(5.22). [] 
Corollary 5.3. Assume the notations and assumptions o f  Lemma 5.2. Suppose #;~ has 
a spectral gap 5~. Then V o has a gap at least 5:~/2 (with respect to Glauber dynamics). 
Proof  By definition 
( f ;  f)vo : ~ ~ - ~ [ f ( r ] )  --  f(~)]2Wo(Tl)V~,(~ ) 
< 1.5 ~ ~-'~[f(r/) - f(~)]2U),OI)U),(~ ) 
< 1.55~ Z[(Txf]z(v)U~(~) 
This concludes Corollary 5.3. [] 
Corollary 5.3 gives a sufficient condition for which the marginal density V has a 
spectral gap. But the result fails when the density • becomes very close to zero. On 
the other hand, the spectral gap in the extremely low density case should be obvious 
as it corresponds to Gibbs measure with very high magnetic field. The following 
Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 provide a simple sufficient condition to close this gap. 
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Lemma 5.4. Suppose W is a probability density on F satisfying (fl = # of ~l particles) 
~xW07) <_ aW(crx~), a l F  t < 1/4, (5.24) 
for some positive constant ct. Then W has a spectral gap at least 16/a in the sense 
that 
(f; f ) w  <- a / 1 6 ~ r ( f ) .  (5.25) 
Here ~ v ( f )  is defined by (1.21) with the underlying measure F. 
Proof. By definition and Schwartz inequality, 
if;  f }w  = Z Z [f(r/) - f(~)]2W(~)W(~) 
_< 4 Z Z [f(r/) - f(O)]2W(~I)W(~) 
_< 4 ~--~jf01) - f(O)]2W(~) . (5.26) 
The last term can be bounded by 
~-~[f(r/) - f(0)]2W(~) _< 2 ~  fO/) - t#1-1 %f(~rj/)  W(~) 
r#o ~r 
+ 2 ~r [lfl'-l ~x rlxf((Yxrl)- f(O)J2W(T1) 
< 2 Z ]~]-1 Z r/x[f(~) - f((YJl)]2WO]) 
rt#O x 
+ 2 Z I f / l - 1 Z  r/x [f((Txr/) - f(O)12W(r/)" 
rt#O x 
For each x fixed, change the variable (rxr / = ~. Hence 
Z [ f ( r / )  - f(0)]2W(r]) 
(5.27) 
~#o 
_< 2 Z ( 1  + I~1) -~ Z(O-x~)x[f(oz~) - f(r ) 
+ 2 Z ( 1  + I~l) -1 ~-~((Tz~)~[f(~ ) - f (O)]2W(a~)  
x 
_< 2~ ~ }--~[f(~xr - f(O]2w(o + 2~lvj ~ [ f ( O  - f(o)]2w(o. 
x r162 
Here we have used (5.24) in the last step. By assumption (5.24), c~]F I < 1/4, so we 
have 
Z [ f ( r / )  - f ( 0 ) ] Z l / v ( r ] )  _< 4 a ~ v ( f ) .  
7r 
Together with (5.26) we have proved Lemma 5.4. [] 
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Lemm a  5.5. Let Vo(~) denote the marginal distribution of#.] N o n  17 as in Lemma 5.2. 
Suppose that 
IFI < L 1/20, co < L -118 . 
Then Ve satisfies the assumption (5.24) with c~ = const. ~ and thus it has a spectral 
gap at least const.o 1. 
Proof. Lemma 5.5 is a simple corollary of Lemma 3.3. For example (5.24) asserts 
that the probability to have ~7x = 1 is smaller than the probability of having ~7x = 0 
by a factor const, p. Since the density ~ < L -1/8 << IF1-1, one can follow the same 
argument as in proving (3.10). We omit the details. [] 
Corollary 5.6 Suppose Assumptions A.1 and A.2 hold. Then with the above notation 
V has a spectral gap at least const. ~ 1 provided that IFI < L 1/20. 
VI. Proof of Theorem 3 
The proof of Theorem 3 is very similar to that of Theorem 1. We shall follow the 
same notation and give details only to those requiring different arguments. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Step 1. Instead of the identity (2.2) we use 
S ( f )  = ~ E E[f j  log( f j / f j+l)  I .~j+l]. (6.1) 
j=o 
Steps 2 and 3. Clearly, 
E[fj log fj i if j+l I '~+0 
< const. { -  log[~(1 - ~)]} ~(1 - o)E[(crj  V/~j)2 I .'~j+l]. (6.2) 
definition of f j  and f j  in (2.5), one has By 
const, f j  < f j  _< const, k .  
Together with (2.5), 
Hence 
1/2 ~ -  ~ < const, l(f;h(J)}~(j)lfj- . 
0(l  -- Q)E[crj ~ j j ) 2 ]  
_< 2L)(1 - o)E aj  
+ 2~(1 - Q)E[(f(rlj = 1); ,oh(J)\2/,(j)jj~-lt~-,,~j = 1) 
+ (fO7j 0); h (j)\2 7 - 1 ,  = /~O)JJ t~Tj = 0)] 
_< const. L)(1 - L))E [(a/X,/-f) a] + const. E l ( f ;  h (j))€ - _ , ] .  
Here h (j) and u (j) are defined in (2.4), and we have used the bound 
E[(c~jV@) 2] _< const. E [ ( a j v / 7 ) 2 ] .  
(6.3) 
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To prove the last inequality, let z g and z 2 denote f(~lj = 0) and f(~/j = 1) respectively, 
then it suffices to prove that 
E zZd# - <const. E[/(Zl-Zo)2di4].  
But this nothing but the triangular inequality applies to the L2-norm w.r.t, the measure 
d#. 
Step 4. Equation (2.13) needs some modification. Consider the variational problem 
u(/3)= sup { f f ( h ~ ) - # J )  ' & r - f l S r  '~a+l} 
f fda=l 
Here f f &r = E[f I q~a+l] and S o denote the entropy with respect to the measure 
&r. By Assumption (A1) 
ilh~) _ hu) 'oa+l IIoo -< exp[ - c g a ]  {p(1 - p)}l/2. (6.4) 
By the entropy inequality 
f f X  de </3log f exp[9-1x] +/3s,~(f) ,  
we have that u(/3) is bounded by 
u(3) _< 3log f exp [/3-' (h~) -  h u)o~+l]j ~  do. (6.5) 
Suppose that /3 -1 < 1. Then (6.5) is bounded by expanding the exponential to the 
second order. By definition the first order f(h~ ) (J) - ha+l )&r  = O. Hence u(/3) is 
bounded by 
u(/3) _< C/3 -1 e x p [ - C g  ~] {6(1 - 6)} U2. (6.6) 
If /3-1 _> 1 then replacing h~ ) - h~ +1) by its maximum e x p [ - C g  a] {6(1 - Q)}1/2 we 
have (6.6) holds trivially. Hence by optimizing/3 
f(h~ ) - 'oa+lJ#J) ~d~ _< [C/3 -1 exp[-Ce a] {6(1 _ ~)}1/2 +/3S~(f)12 
4CS~,(f) e x p [ - C g  ~] {6(1 - L))} 1/4 (6.7) 
for all f normalized to f f d~ = 1. We are now ready to bound {f; h (j)\2 Iv(j), 
( f ;  2 h ) ad) 
< E ( f ; h~ ) -  h(y) \2 a2 
- -  a + l / v ( j )  
oe=O 
o<3 
= const. ~ {EaJ)E "(j) [f;  h~ ) - '~ I I ' U )  ~+a] }2(0! -I- 1) 2 
oz=O 
< const. E {Ev(J)Sa [f (fj(a))--lq 1/2 7(a)~2 [ 4 ] _ j j )  ) exp - Cg a {co(1- Lo)} 1/4, (6.8) 
a 
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where ~ )  = E~(J)[f I "~~ and S~ denote the entropy with respect to E"(J)[[ J3 
~ + 1 ] .  Note that we divide f by ~!c~) to have a normalized probabili ty density. ~3 
Step 5. Again we divide the summation into three regions. We shall only consider the 
region c% < c~ < c~ 1. By induction 
S~ [ f ( ~ ) )  - ' ]  _< u ( C l o g L ) ~ ( V F f ) / ~  ~) . 
Here the Dirichlet form ~ is with respect to E~(J)[I -~ ~ + 1 ] .  So we have 
I s@))  - '  ] ] 
_< const, u (C  log L ) E {  [ E ' ( J ) ~  (v/f)112 ( ~ ) ) 1 / 2 ]  2f j_l  } 
<_ const, u (C  log L ) E [ {  E~(J)~@~ (V/-f) } { E ~( j )~)}  k -1 ] 
:const Z 
x~/3~ 
Conclusion. We can now follow the remaining arguments in Steps 5, 5 and 7 in the 
proof of Theorem 1 to conclude Theorem 3. [] 
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